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Review of :

WES-2021-109

Detecting and Characterizing Sea Breezes Over the U.S. Northeast Coast with Implication
for Offshore Wind Energy by Xia et al. Description:

The study applies a new two-step classification method for sea breezes using simulations
with the WRF regional model. The approach is used with a year of high resolution, 2 km,
simulation over the area of New York. The method is used to identify pure, corkscrew, and
backdoor breezes, analyze their statistics of occurrence and their impact on energy
production.

General comment:



I think that the purpose of the paper is valuable. It is well written in structure and
provides relevant results and discussion. I support

publication after the minor comments that follow below.

Specific comments

SC1 Section 2.1. Experiment design. A ratio of 3:1 is most often used in the design of
the model domains. I suggest the authors include some comments about the use of a
5:1 ratio. Some arguments on the final resolution selected would also be welcome. For
instance, a downscaling enhancing the resolution from the ca. 27 Km of ERA5 to 9 and
3 km would be another possibility, even down to 1 km. Also, some arguments about
the selection of parameterizations would be good, specifically the use of microphysics.
Overall it would be good to include some rationale about the model configuration
selected.

SC2 This is not a model evaluation paper. However, it would be an asset that figures 6
and 7 of the composite averages would also show some observed values. This would
allow for assessing consistency with observations. One single station would allow for
verifying the wind rotation.



SC3 I think it would be important to provide some information on the
representativeness of the average maps in figs 6 and 7. It would be useful to provide
some evaluation of the variability of each hour within the composite, for instance, with
the map of local variances. Alternatively, a wind rose for a point in the center of the
domain could be shown using all the days of the composite.

SC4 Consider including in Table 2 the numbers of sea breeze events, and
also unclassified events.

SC5 I like the discussion in Section 4. I think that some more comments arguing about
the potential sensitivity of the results to changes in the WRF configuration or changes
in the statistical approach to detect breezes would enrich the Section. The discussion
includes an assessment of the sensitivity of the current approach to changes in the
parameters used. What would arguably be the impact of other methods?. In any case,
the fundamental conclusion that identifying different types of breezes is relevant for
wind energy forecasts is not expected to change.

Minor comments

 



MC1 Abstract, lines 20-22: ‘From the wind energy perspective, the power production
associated with a 10 megawatts offshore wind turbine would produce approximately 3
to 4 times more electrical power during a corkscrew sea breeze event than the other
two types of sea breezes’ The sentence reads strangely to me. Alternative ‘... would be
approximately 3 to 4 times larger during...’

MC2 Lines 75: ‘((Hersbach et al., 2020)’

MC3 In general the characters of the figures are small. Making them larger would
produce a better reading experience if the manuscript is printed

MC4 In general the characters of the figures are small. Making them larger would
produce a better reading experience if the manuscript is printed

MC5 ‘...between 08 to 20 local time (LT),...’ I suggest using LST, local standard time,
that here would be Eastern time. The chances that LT gets confused with saving time
are low but I think it would be more appropriate

MC6 ‘... WD10 for each individual quadrantS ...’



MC7 Figure 3 caption. Alternative: ‘...prevailing wind where SLP conditions favor the
development of: a)  pure sea breeze; b)  backdoor sea breeze; c) corkscrew
sea breeze. ’
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